
Lighthouse of My Life 
 

Lighthouse is simply another building and beacon of light but what makes it special? 
What stands out is It’s persistent nature to provide navigational aid to seamen, especially in most 
treacherous waters and around land masses submerged in water where they can be of use during stormy, 
inclement weather.  
 
Our current life form as a human is always referred to as the possibly highest capable of utilizing signals 
from such a lighthouse of knowledge and save ourselves from sinking in "Bhav Sagar" I.e. unknown, 
indefiniteness and abysmal nature of this physical world, called "maya". The fact that lighthouse looks like 
the same in general but it has a solid base and specific characteristics that emit light with their own pattern 
to guide ships in need tells us that over the centuries, we have seen the same phenomenon with saints in 
different parts of the world and religions. But they all put their teachings on basic foundation of us trusting 
each other, learning each other and most importantly, knowing that no matter which religion, culture, 
country or walk of life an individual belongs he needs their guidance much like no matter which country 
the ship belongs to, it still needs guidance out of daily struggles of sailing and many a times treacherous 
waters. Every lighthouse is also built on a firm foundation no matter what the scope and location is and 
as people, we need to incorporate the same foundation of trust in in our relationship with each other. 
Our spiritual leaders have been a shining example of a lighthouse for all the humanity with these basic 
principles reflecting of it on a consistent basis.  
 
In our lifetime, we may visit or encounter many of such physical structures performing exactly what they 
are intended to do but it is rare privilege to have a beacon of knowledge, the "Guru" who provides the 
exact same unwavering guidance to mortals like us. We have been blessed with highest possible divine 
intervention to have Baba Ji and now Mata Ji in our small life span to be the beacon of knowledge & 
providing us with a process and living guidelines in their own form for us to become a lighthouse for those 
around us. It would be our basic and most important duty & homage to our true lord master Baba Ji and 
our spiritual leader to incorporate their teaching and inculcate the same in our youth with 3 fundamentals 
– Seva, Simran & Satsang. Let's all strive for this one goal and with our Satguru's blessings, we will become 
a small lighthouse standing in her darbaar. 
 


